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The Hong Kong-based Political &
Economic Risk Consultancy (PERC) in a
12-page report on a business survey of 12
economies of Asia released on June 3,
2009 where 1,274 expatriates working in
these countries were interviewed showed
Indian bureaucracy at the bottom at the 12
position as the least efficient bureaucracy
after Philippines and Indonesia in 10 and
11 positions respectively. The report says
that working with the countrys civil
servants in India is a slow and painful
process and it continues to report that They
are a power centre in their own right at
both the national and state levels, and are
extremely resistant to reform that affects
them or the way they go about their
duties.The cause of the malady in reference
to Indian Police is analyzed and remedies
are recommended in the article, The
Crumbling Steel Frame of India of this
volume.
The
deterioration
is
a
post-independence phenomenon. The once
steel frame of Indian bureaucracy of the
British vintage gradually crumbled to its
extant putridity under the sad auspice of its
corrupt and incompetent UPSC (Union
Public Service Commission) and the
deterioration trickled fast downwards in the
last six decades to bring India to this sad
state of affairs.This volume is a first hand
account of the observations, impressions
and experiences of the author as an insider.
Naturally, most illustrations in this volume
are from Karnataka police where the author
served at senior levels for nearly three
decades. However, this makes no
difference to the over all picture of India as
situation
is
not
much
different
elsewhere.As far as Karnataka police is
concerned, in spite of misdeeds of
notorious scoundrels like R.S.Chopra,
A.R.Nizamuddin and degenerates of the
similar ilk, situation is better there than
some of the more notorious state police
organizations of India. The core weakness
in Karnataka police lies in sweepingly
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conforming to the putrid system and bad
culture against conscience to cover own
tracks. It is mere cowardice of mediocrity
and gross selfish interests of ignobility and
nothing more. Yet, no way can Karnataka
police be called as an efficient, healthy and
responsible bureaucratic setup yet.Faithful
assessment must precede reconstruction.
This volume is an effort in this direction.
Complacency leads to stagnation and is a
dangerous indulgence in a rotten situation
like Indias. This volume is intended to
breach the vicious indulgence involved and
inspire India to its rich potentialities on the
way to much dreamed of world
leadership.India is a civilization of
diversities and a culture of contradictions.
Indias is an inclusive way of life. Along its
long history, it saw umpteen falls and rises
without losing its innate vitality and always
rose from worst quagmires unscathed. This
resilience of India underscores its unique
heritage spawned by its thoughts and
philosophies that perhaps are nearest to the
true nature of the universe that the
scientific world of today is engaged in to
probe, discover and formulate as the Grand
Unification Theory (GUT). This is the
secret of the eternal strength of India.This
resilience of India gives hope. The present
fall is not forever. Time of revival shall
come. India shall see a better system
replace the present corrupt and incompetent
UPSC and a healthy administrative system
replace the extant inefficient and rogue
bureaucracy.The nature of the police
accurately reflects the quality of democracy
entertained by a country. This is true of
India and Indian police also. Further, the
menace of the current world namely
terrorism is increasingly moving the police
centre-stage in governance as the sine qua
non mechanism for founding peace and
safety of the citizens. These factors
together render the police and policing the
deciding parameter in determining the
character of a national life. That is why
India must act to bring its police and
bureaucracy on right track.
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Indian police arrest 150 from Modis party in Kolkata clashes Reuters Jun 6, 2017 NEW DELHI Five people were
killed Tuesday at a protest in central India, as the police battled with farmers demanding debt relief. India Visa
Information - UK - Consular Services - Police Clearance The Deputy Superintendents of Police (DSP) or Assistant
Superintendents of Police (ACP) are recruited every year by the UPSC (a wing of the central government) by an
extremely competitive exam and are appointed into the Indian Police Service. The IPS officers are then assigned to a
state force. Indian Police Journal for the year :Bureau Of Police Research And Indian agency police were
policemen hired by United States Indian agents during the late 19th and early 20th centuries and assigned to a Native
American tribe. Encyclopedia of the Great Plains INDIAN POLICE Application for Police Clearance Certificate is
to be submitted at the nearest BLS International centres either in person or through mail. Emergency PCC: In case Met
Police use of Indian hackers probed by watchdog - BBC News The Indian Imperial Police, referred to variously as
the Indian (Imperial) Police or simply the Indian Police or, by 1905, Imperial Police (IP), was part of the Indian Indian
Imperial Police - Wikipedia Police Clearance Certificate (PCC) is issued to both Indian nationals and foreign nationals
(in respect of their stay in India) for specific purpose as requested by Indian Police - Wikipedia The United States
Indian Police (USIP) were organized in 1880 by John Q. Tufts the Indian Commissioner in Muskogee, Indian Territory,
to police the Five The Indian Police: A Study in Fundamentals - Google Books Result Indian Police Service Wikipedia Police Jobs 2017, Police Recruitment 2017-18 (20281 Vacancies Opening) are controlled by the central
Government of India, under the Ministry of Home Police ranks and insignia of India - Wikipedia May 11, 2017 The
Police watchdog has launched an investigation following an anonymous tip-off. Central Armed Police Forces Wikipedia Martyrs of Indian Police. ??????? ?? ????? ?????? ?? ???-??? ??? ??? ???????????? ?? ?? ??,??? ?? ??????
?????????? ????? Police Clearance Certificate cgitoronto - Consulate General of India Please verify the fine
charges for Bangalore, its better to pay fine than bribing A friend of mine had a conversation on this with me. He was
complaining that the Superintendent of police (India) - Wikipedia Apr 8, 2017 Indian police said on Saturday they
had arrested the suspected mastermind behind a call center scam run out of a Mumbai suburb that targeted Indian police
arrest alleged kingpin of U.S. tax scam Reuters The Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF) refers to uniform
nomenclature of five security forces in India under the authority of Ministry of Home Affairs. They are U.S. Indian
Police Academy - Bureau of Indian Affairs - Office of In pre-Independence India the police did not have a positive
and constnictive role to play. They were employed only as an instrument for perpetuation of the Why are Indian police
so corrupt? (There are few honest ones Established as the U.S. Indian Police Training and Research Center, the
Academy opened in Roswell, New Mexico, on the site of a former Air Force base on Indian police shoot five
protestors dead as farming unrest escalates Home >> Statistics and Publications >> Indian Police Journal >> Indian
Police Journal Previous Issues >> Indian Police Journal for the year 2015 News for Indian Police The Indian Evidence
Act - 1872 too had some sections relating to confessions. The law in effect protects some of the human rights. The
Indian Police Act - 1861 Indian Police in Service of the Nation: Home May 25, 2017 Indian police arrested around
150 people protesting against a breakdown in law and order in the eastern city of Kolkata on Thursday, after Images for
Indian Police In India, a District Senior Superintendent of Police (SSP) or Superintendent of Police (SP) heads the
police force of a district. In metropolitan areas having police Retired senior Indian police officer denied entry to
Canada at YVR May 29, 2017 Police have charged the three men with sexual harassment and offences under Indias
internet laws for sharing the video on social media. Indian agency police - Wikipedia Gazetted officers include all the
Indian Police Service officers which are Class I officers of the cadre and all State Police Services officers of and above
the rank Police Jobs 2017 - Indian Government Jobs Indian police arrest three over sex assault video India News
Al Police in India - Wikipedia May 29, 2017 Indias federal investigation agency will probe a decade-old deal by the
national carriers to acquire 111 aircraft, which saddled the flag carrier
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